AATT and JetBlue
support
Yale University
Bound Student

The Airports Authority of Trinidad and Tobago (the
Authority”) is pleased to support JetBlue in its
sponsorship of Trinidadian student and theatre
enthusiast, Mr. Marcus Waldron to attend Yale
University in the United States. Marcus, a
passionate theatre director has been accepted as
a Special Research Fellow affiliated with the Yale
School of Directing in New Haven, Connecticut.
Marcus departed on JetBlue’s flight service from
Port of Spain to New York’s John F. Kennedy
Airport, on the 18th of August 2016. Before his
departure, Paul Parawan, General Manager
JetBlue, the Authority’s Deputy General Manager
Estate Planning and Business Development, Mrs.
Adrienne Ayers – Allen and the Authority’s General
Manager Ag. Mr. Oswald Bruce, met with Mr.
Waldron in the VIP Lounge at the Piarco
International Airport to give gifts and
encouragement to the Yale bound student.
According to Mr. Paul Parawan, it is important that
the positives and achievements of our young
people in the nation of Trinidad and Tobago be
highlighted, supported and celebrated.
The Authority supports JetBlue’s mission “to
inspire humanity – both in the air and on the
ground”. JetBlue is committed to giving back in
meaningful ways in the communities they serve
and to inspire others to do the same. Similarly, the
Authority is committed to demonstrating good
corporate social responsibility and making a
positive influence on the lives of the youth of our
nation. The Authority joins with JetBlue in wishing
Mr. Waldron all the best in his academic
endeavours.

About JetBlue
JetBlue is New York's Hometown Airline®, and a leading carrier in Boston,
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood, Los Angeles (Long Beach), Orlando, and San
Juan. JetBlue carries more than 35 million customers a year to 96 cities in
the U.S., Caribbean, and Latin America with an average of 925 daily flights.
For more information please visit jetblue.com.
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